Tips for Socialising
your Puppy
With so much advice in the world it is common to find that advice
can become quite conflicting.& often outdated. So here are some
key core tips to think about when socialising your puppy.

Exposed does not mean
socialised

Socialisation is your dog learning how to interact & navigate
appropriately around their environments & with other
creatures within it, animal or human. Habituation is your dog
learning that what they are interacting with, seeing or hearing in
their environment is ok, safe & not threat to them & there is no
need to have an aversive reaction towards these things.
Simply showing your puppy or exposing your puppy to
environments or other people or dogs, will not make them fully
socialised. They need time to form postive & rewarding
exeriances with these things. It is important they are coping
throughout the exposure or the stress response will prevent
adequate learning. Puppies should be exposed gradually giving
them time to learn & form good relationships with these
things..

Take your time

Try not to rush your puppy, allow them to have regular breaks
through exposure and ensure they are coping at each stage.
It is important that they can back away and escape when they
feel they need to.
Allowing them to walk away will benefit them more than forcing
them to stay. Sometimes puppies get overwhelmed and they
need a minute to process it before reinvestigating. Stopping
them from walking away can make them feel trapped, leading
to fear or reactiveness in the future.

Play dress up
Get out those costumes, dig out those hats, wigs, glasses, big
coats, backpacks, bags, walking sticks, masks, face paints,
bandanas, anything you can use. Put them on and walk away
from your puppy, slowly dropping a breadcrumb trail of tasty
treats and allow your puppy to follow you and eat them at their
pace. No need to cohere or tempt them just drop and walk.
You can stay still if it's too much for your puppy and just roll
treats away from you to them at a distance. Get the whole
family involved even friends. Go slowly and dont cohere your
puppy allow them to come in and walk away as they please as
you continue to drop treats. Keep exposure short to start with
& have plenty of breaks.

Handling & Grooming

It is important that your puppy learns that handling and
touch is safe & good. This will help with groomers, Vets
& strangers touching your dog, as well as yourself.
It will make these experiences much less stressful for
your dog.
Touch your puppy gently for a few seconds then give
them a tasty treat before touching again. Do this with
their ears, tail, feet, mouth, teeth check , back end, head,
neck & legs. Touch = treat appears. Start with seconds
then build to longer touch time gradually. Start to slowly
bring in grooming brushes and tools in the same way,
first just show them the tool and deliver a treat, then
progress to touch for a second and follow with a treat
and then build longer durations.

Just 'LOOK' around
A great & simple way to help your puppy start to form a
positive relationship towards things is to let them 'Watch' the
world. You can do this with anything in their environment,
people, dogs, cars, bikes, pushchairs, a sound, runners, even
a plastic bag blowing by etc.
When your puppy notices something in their environment
with an alert look, simply deliver them a high value treat
within the first couple of seconds of them looking.
Practice this regulary in all environments & situations. You
are simply rewarding them for NOT reacting and just general
looking at the world. The puppy learns looking at it = good
things happen to them. Start at a comfortable distance to
begin, getting close as they get more confident.

Noises = Good things
Gradually expose your dog to new environmental sounds. You
can find some sounds by googling Dogs Trust Sound therapy
for pets or download the sound proof puppy app on your
phone or tablet.
When you find some environmental noises, start at a low
volume and pair the noise to when they are enjoying food
either in a food filled toy, lick mat or noise= food rains from the
sky and scatter feed a handful of yummy bits on the floor for
the duration. When they feel confident you can then start to
increase the volume. Remember to do this in short durations
to start, just seconds and build up to minutes over time. You
can also move your device to different locations and even
outside to help practice there. Take regular breaks and try not
to whizz through to many sounds in one go to test them. Take it
at your puppies pace.

Enrichment
Providing mental enrichment for your dogs can be
beneficial to prevent behaviour issues but it can also
help puppies grow in confidence. By being in control of
their environment & getting positive rewards when
doing so can really help dogs become more resilient to
novelty.
Building enrichment where they can make sounds and
bangs of their own and investigate novel objects can do
wonders for puppies. This is time to get your recycling
out! Fill boxes with their daily food ration or high value
food, put old towels/sheets in boxes and hide food
under the sheets/ towel, let them rummage around.
Put boxes on top of boxes with tasty bits inside so they
have to knock them off and get inside them to find bits.
Put plastic bottles or cans in a large box, storage
container or paddling pool, then scatter feed some food
in and around the outside of it and leave them to forage
around making their own noise. Allow them to walk and
sniff different surfaces like foil, bubble wrap, small steps
and rubber/yoga mats etc.
Be aware that some puppies may be unsure and shy to
start with so start with scatter feeding around the
objects first and slowly get closer to them.
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